Five reasons

why you should consider an
Omni Chiropractic Table.
1. QUALITY
Our mission is to provide chiropractors with products that
are built to be unmatched in quality, versatility, adaptability
and sheer strength. All of our tables have a maximum drop
patient weight of 225kg. No other adjusting table comes
close to this, with most only rating to 115kg max.

2. ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Chiropractic is all about the good of the patient, the
intelligent design of our chiropractic adjustment tables will
not only provide the best chiropractic care available, but
give you, the chiropractor, added ease and comfort in your
patient interactions.

The Anatomy of an Omni Chiropractic Table
Rock Solid Frame
Omni Chiropractic Tables are built 100% in house allowing
us to maintain the highest level of quality control. Each table
is cut, welded and finished without any castings to produce
tables of the most solid construction. Sure it would be quicker
and cheaper to use pre-made castings in the manufacturing
process, but by cutting and welding we provide you with,
what we believe are, the strongest, most durable chiropractic
tables available.

Headpiece Flexibility
The headpiece of an Omni Table is an engineering work of
art. It offers a wide range of correction including elevation,
extension, rotation, side flexion and side translation in any
combination simultaneously.

Sturdy Tri-Steel Column
Omni Tables offer the only triple column lift in the chiropractic
industry - most other brands are only double column. With the
triple column lift more of the shaft is left in the column which
results in an extremely sturdy and stable working platform and
a chiropractic table with a longer working life.
Note: applies to elevation tables only

Industrial Strength Upholstery
There are three grades of vinyl in the marketplace, consumer,
commercial, and industrial. The consumer grade has a rub
cycle of 100,000 to 250,000. The commercial grade has a rub
cycle of 250,000 to 500,000 and finally there is the industrial
standard with a rub cycle in excess of 500,000. It is only this
high grade vinyl which is selected for the
Omni Table range.

3. CUSTOM OPTIONS
Omni Tables come in 3 models: Stationary, Elevation and Flexion
Distraction. Each table is modular and can be customised to suit
your individual needs (and grow as your practice grows). If you
purchase a Stationary table you can upgrade it to an Elevation
or Air-Drop Table. The Elevation table provides different height
options while the Air-Drop option will save you time and money
by providing faster adjusting times with less wear and tear upon
the practitioner.

4. DECORATOR COLOURS
All Omni Tables are upholstered using the comprehensive
collection of Vowalon vinyls, these are tried-and-tested
fabrics that combine beauty and performance, providing the
ultimate resistance to stains, abrasion, flame and mildew.
When it comes to ecological factors, our product conforms
to the Ökotex standard 100 product class 1 and class 11 test
(the highest level attainable). Making this product the safest
for direct contact with human skin and completely baby
safe. This item has a percentage of renewables also making
it one of the best products for our environment and our
planets sustainability.

5. PIECE OF MIND
All Omni Chiropractic Tables are Quality Assured and built
using the best manufacturing processes and the highest
quality parts and materials. This is why we are able to offer
a Lifetime Structural Guarantee on all tables in our range
along with a full 2 Year warranty on the springs and a 12
month warranty on motors. We do all this so that you can be
confident you have made the right choice for years to come.

Superior Support
Elevation Engines
No expense is spared in the construction of our motors.
Our aluminium casings are cut from one solid billet of
aluminium and not from welded castings like others in the
marketplace. Our motors run cooler and are one of the
strongest and most reliable products available.
Note: applies to elevation tables only

Rather than using ordinary foam, Omni Tables incorporate a
dual density system of rebound foam for each table top. The
bottom layer is a 5kg rebound foam which is 25mm thick.
On top of this we place another layer of 48mm poly foam.
The rebound foam is the best material you can use for a
chiropractic table and this dual layer system offers the
ultimate combination of patient comfort and support.

sturdy, versatile and
fully customisable.
Our range of ergonomic adjustable tables are
specifically designed to accommodate all ranges
of spinal correction, flexion, extension and rotation.

STATIONARY OMNI

Just be sure to
pick a colour you
can live with...
Because Omni Tables use only industrial grade fabrics
that will outlast any consumer and commercial grade
fabrics used by other manufacturers.

Available Heights: 50cm, 55cm & 60 cm
Features: Extra firm 5kg rebound foam, pelvic, lumbar,
thoracic and cervical drops, elevating chest, elevating pelvic,
elevating/extending foot section and translating cervical.
Available Options: Electric elevation and elevated chest drop.

Omni Table;
possibly the
last table you
will ever buy.
(unless you buy another one)

ELEVATION OMNI
Height Range: 50cm, 55cm, 60cm
Features: Extra firm 5kg rebound foam, pelvic, lumbar,
thoracic and cervical drops, elevating chest, elevating pelvic,
elevating/extending foot section and translating cervical.
Available Options: Air drop piece, Elevated chest drop,
extended to 84cm.

ELEVATION OMNI AIR DROP
Height Range: 50cm, 55cm, 60cm
Features: Extra firm 5kg rebound foam, pelvic, lumbar,
thoracic and cervical drops, elevating chest, elevating pelvic,
elevating/extending foot section and translating cervical.
Available Options: Elevated chest drop.

ELEVATION OMNI WITH FLEXION
Height Range: 50cm, 55cm, 60cm
Features: Foot activated drops – pelvic, lumbar and chest,
cervical drop unit, elevating pelvic and ankle, power balance
tension control, manual plane traction and lateral rotation.
Available Options: Elevating chest, power traction.

L I F E T I M E ST R U C T U R A L G UA R A N T E E
Manufactured in Australia for the Chiropractic Industry

*Colours shown are representative only
and may vary from the actual vinyl colour
due to the printing process - please make
your selection from our website for a more
accurate colour choice.

Ph: 0418 889 993
help@omnitables.com.au

www.omnitables.com.au
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A range of ergonomic adjusting
tables specifically designed to
accommodate all ranges of
spinal correction, flexion,
extension and rotation.

